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Chinese police arrested more than 100 house-church leaders who were meeting for a retreat in the western Xinjiang Aut
onomous Region, according to a U.S.-based advocacy group.
The Christians were surrounded by more than 200 military police, Public Security Bureau officers and others who arrived
at the scene July 12 in 46 police and military vehicles, reported the Voice of the Martyrs. No arrest warrants or official id
entification papers were shown by officers as they carried out the raid, VOM said.
Thirty of the leaders still are being held near the retreat center in Liu Gong Town and the others have been transported t
o their home areas where they are under detention of the local Public Security Bureau.
Several have been confined in the bureau's "Transformation and Study Center" where they will be interrogated and pres
sured to renounce their faith, VOM said. Those who resist likely will be formally charged and tried.
The U.S.-based persecution monitor said the "co-workers meeting" was held to train and encourage Christian workers in
China's western frontier province, the home of the mostly Muslim Uighur people. The meeting was sponsored by the Yin
g Shang Church, a large house-church network headquartered in Anhui province.
Re: 100 church leaders arrested, on: 2004/7/27 9:49
An update on this prayer subject would be of great value.
Hanna
Re: 100 church leaders arrested - posted by lwpray (), on: 2004/8/10 6:11
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Good news.
The 100 leaders from China Gospel Fellowship that were arrested on June 11th, have all been released as the last one,
Brother Xing, left jail on July 18.
Thank you for all your prayers.
We know that prayers changes circumstances and people, but it is always good to hear what God is doing when we pra
y.
Back to Jerusalem
From the news flow of Intercessors Network

Re: - posted by sermonindex (), on: 2004/8/10 10:35
Quote:
-------------------------The 100 leaders from China Gospel Fellowship that were arrested on June 11th, have all been released as the last one, Brother Xin
g, left jail on July 18
-------------------------

Praise God what an answer to prayer, let us keep praying for brother Xing! Surely our power and war is spiritual, for we f
ight not with flesh and blood, we have a power that can breakdown strongholds. Church of Christ PRAY!
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Prayer answer, on: 2004/8/11 14:02

We are thankful indeed.
God is good!
Hanna
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